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exchange—rate realignments within the European Monetary System (EMS). In

contrast, these authors find a close connection between onshore and

offshore rates for Germany and the Netherlands, two EMS countries with

essentially open capital markets. Rogoff (1985) also presents evidence

that capital controls have helped the French and Italian authorities

maintain EMS—linked exchange rates. Ito (1983) documents the existence

of apparent arbitrage opportunities between Japanese Gensaki repurchase

agreements and Eurocurrency deposits during the 1970s, when Japanese

capital controls were stringent. However, he shows that these oppor-

tunities became very infrequent once Japanese capital markets were

10
effectively opened in December 1980.

On the whole, therefore, data on onshore—offshore interest dif-

ferentials imply a substantial degree of capital mobility among OECD

countries. In the face of this strong evidence of efficient interna-

tional portfolio allocation at each point in time, it is difficult to

understand assertions that the allocation of portfolios over time

somehow consistent with substantial arbitrage opportunities.

No explicit mention has been made of the international linkage

among expected real rates of interest, defined as nominal rates cor-

rected for expected local price—level inflation. The reason is that the

theory outlined above makes no strong predictions about real interest

rates so defined. This point is illustrated through the assumption that

the interest parity condition (4) holds. Define the domestic inflation

rate as = — 1 and the foreign inflation rate as 11

— 1. If denotes the terms of trade XtF/Pt and if and

Ft/P are (4) can be written

(6) (Rt R/(1+R = [Et(tt+i)/7t)Et[(1+t+i/1+U*i)) -1.

distributed independently, then
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equalities imply that for all t

(9) k = t 1/1—a
(i+g) (u/p*F)

(10) w w = (1—u

(11) Vt = (l+g)t(a/p+fl

(12) u(ct) + fiu(c+1)

u/i—u

subject to the constraint

(13) c + c+1/(l+r) r w.

If it is assumed that the subjective time preference factor p equals

l/l+p, maximization of (12) subject to (13) results in a preferred

- là—

accumulated while younq. Wealth may be held in the form of domestic

capital or in th form of an internationally—traded bond which costs one

unit of the consumption good and pays its owner p units of consumption

after a period. F is just the world rate of interest, and it is a

parameter from the standpoint of the small economy.

Output y is a function fR'in) of domestic capital and labor.

H.,.) exhibits standard properties, including constant returns. The

labor force is assumed to equal (l+g)t, and therefore grows at rate g.

Labor cannot migrate across national boundaries. A unit of saving may be

costlessly transformed into a unit of installed capital a period later,

and capital depreciates in use at rate . Equilibrium is characterized

by the conditions p + S = fk(k1n) wt = fn(ktntl and n = (1g)t If

the production function is taken to be of the form kmnlm, these

Let c denote an individual s consumption in period t. Then the

lifetime problem of an individual young at time t is to maximize
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individual consumption path that is flat at the level

(14) c = (1+p)wf(2+p)

and the same for

Ag o req ate

o the young plu

each member of each generat

net saving in this economy,

s the (negative) saving of t
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he old:

(15) St = (Hg (w — c) 4
t—1

Hg) [p(w — c) — c].

Equations (14) and (15) imply that

(16) St = g(1+g)
t—1

wI (2+p)

and equat

ratio of

ions (10) and

net saving to
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gross domestic product

(16) to obtain the

( 6DPt)

(17) = (g/1#g)[(1—u)/(2+p)3.

Net investment is given by

(IS) I = — kt = g( Hg) (a/p+fl
1/ 1-m

according to (9). By (11),

t19) It/6DPt g(ufp+E).

The most important fact to note is that because a rise in the

population growth rate g causes both the saving rate given in (17) and

the investment rate given in (19) to rise, these variables can be corre—

lated in a cross—section of countries, in spite of the perfect mobility

of capital.1 Saving rates are increasing functions of population growth

rates for the standard life—cycle reasons [as set forth in tiodigliani

(1970), for example): the more quickly the economy grows, the lower the
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usually low share of employee compensation in

ct of severely distorted data). Omitting that

- =
C.'

0. U 04
1.422,

(0. 45)
4.

F — u.41.
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w t—1
(20) E u(ct)
subject to

(21) + bt Nt + + (1+p)btj — c (t � 1).

An implication

foresight equi

return equal t

of the

librium,

o the wor

+ d 1/(22) (q
t+1

—
t+i = p.

that

firm

The si

that i

mplifying assumption

ndividuals choose a

Consumption is flat

lifetime budget constraint

= l/(l+p) yi

perfectly flat

at the highest

elds the further implication

consumption path.

constant level that allows the

t—1
(23) 1(1+p) (ct - wt) � (q1+d1)h0+ (1+P)b

to hold as an equality. The implied consumption function is

(24) c 4 (1+p)b1 + E (1+p
—

wj0 t+j

for all t 1.

tine t. H holds his nonhuean wealth at time t in the form of claims on

foreianers (possibly neative) and shares ht (0 ht s 1) in the profits

of the single domestic firm. Shares pay dividerds (and bonds pay inter-

est) after a period. Let dt denote the dividends the domestic firm pays

out in period t and the firms e—dividend (or end—of—period) market

alue. Necessary conditions for the optimal individual consumption plan

under perfect foresiaht may be derived by maximizing the consumers

objective function

necessary conditions is

shares in the domestic

Id interest rate:

in a perfect—

offer a rate of
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(26) t F'
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n t t t
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+ i r m.
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for all t (although the ;niti0l capital stoc( is not subject to choice).

Notice that when rules (26) and (27) are followed, the ex—dividend value

of the firm is given by

(28)

t the end of the market period, the firms value must equal the stock

of capital that has been put in place to participate in next period's

producti on.

In equilibrium, the firms demand for labor equals the available

domestic labor force;

(29) 1.

To be concrete, take once again the Cobb—Douglas case f (k,n) = kDn.
Then the equilibrium capital stock and wage in each period are given by

(30) kt =

(31)
(l_u)[u/p+t)tulm(et)
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— 1)h1 + Pbti — c.
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( St w —
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the larger the share o4 domestic firms owned by foreigners, that is, the

VI. Saving and

This section
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prevalence of earnings retention as a means of financing

2
corporate investment lends empirical significance to this problem. But

the magnitude of the errors involved is unknown. Gross capital flows

between countries are very large even though net flows, as measured by

current account imbalances, have been small (see section Ill). So while

the problem may be of minor importance for the U.S., where the ratio of

foreign—owned capital to total capital is low, it may be of greater

importance in other economies. It should also be remembered that in

reality, NIA saving differs from true saving not only because of capital

gains on foreign—owned shares but because of unobserved capital gains on

foreign shares owned by domestic residents. The effect of this addi-

tional discrepancy on the correlation between NIA saving and investment

is theoretically ambiguous.
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[Fuller (197) theorem 6.5. 13. It can be shown that the random variable

(T[Cç1
(0 — (0)3 has a limiting normal distribution with mean 0 and

variance equal to Fl tHannan 1970), theorem 143 chapter iV). Therefore

(41) JT(rj — p1

in distribution. From (41), th asymptotic standard error c-f r51 is just

(42) M/To.s (0i i(0)3.

The variances and a11(0) in (42) can be consistently es-

timated by sample variances. It is also possible to estimate M consis-

tently ir the time domain by truncating the infinite sums in (40) at

as j that increases sufficiently quickly with sample size and sub-

stituting sample covarlances for their population counterparts. However3

S.in;letun (19601 and Hodrick and Srivastava (1965) have suggested a

frequency—domjrT procedure for estimating Fl that is more convenient from
a computational point of view. That procedure is implemented in obtain-

ing the standard error estimates reported below.

Define the autocovariance matrix

r61 (j)

(43) m(j) =

°Is 0(J)
Then the spectral density matrix for the vector process

at frequency i is given by

(44) sk) (1121T) E '(u)e'

11



where i j-i. Direct computation using c43) and (44) shows that N can

be written in the form

(45) N = 2111 ssii + (V3du.

Consistent estimates of the spectral density matrix s() may be used in

"6
formula (45) to obtain a consistent estimate of M/

The results, for the entire sample available since the return to

convertibility, are presented in table 1.

A pronounced pattern emerges from these estimates. For the smal-

lest countries, Australia and Austria, the contemporaneous correlation

between t(SI6NF) and t(lIGNF) is low. In the case of Austria, r51 is

statistically insignificant. For Canada, Germany, and the United

Kingdom, the correlation coefficients are statistically significant but

lower than the cross—sectional coefficients reported in the Feldstein—

Horioka papers. Dn]y in the cases of Japan and the United States, with

r51 values of 0.846 and 0.908 respectively, are the correlations of the

same order of magnitude as the coefficients estimated by Feldstein and

Horiok'a. Also, it is only in the cases of Japan and the U.S. that the

estimated coefficients do not differ significantly from I, the theoreti-

cal value under complete capital immobility. However, the U.S. is the

largest country in the world economy, while Japan has had extensive

capital—account controls until very recently.

The results of table 1 therefore suggest that the measured saving—

investment correlation is an increasing function of country size. Except

where capital controls were an important factor, the correlation is low

for small countries, moderate for medium—sized countries, and high for

the largest country. Harberger (1980) and Murphy (1984) have argued that

the link between saving and investment will increase with country size



Table 1
Estimated Correlations between Chanqes in Saving and Investment Rates

(Quarterly Data)

Country Sample Period Standard Error

Australia 60:! — 83:Iv 0.194 0.106

Austria 70:11 — 84.1 0.13: 0.195

Canada 59:! — 84:11 0.550 0.125

Lermany 60:111 — 84:11 0.649 0.133

Japan 59:1 — 83:IV 0.846 0.140

United Kingdom 59:1 — 84:11 0.604 0.166

United States 59:1 — 84:11 0.908 0.143
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These considerations suggest that the stochastic propert

saving-investment process may have changed over time. To inves

this possibility the samples were split at 1972:IV and the cor

coeHiclents were estimated separately over the sub—samples.

dure was not carried out for hustri.a because the data on that

are available only from 1970.) Table 2 reports the results. jr
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Table 2
Estimated Savinu—Investeent Correlations up to and after 197:IV

(Quarterly Data)

Country r51 up to 72:IV after 72:IV

Australia 0.095 (0.147) 0.331 (0.155)

Canada 0.716 (0.193) 0.399 (0.143)

Germany 0.747 (0.198) 0.536 (0.168)

Japan 0.885 (0.184) 0.723 (0.190)

United Kingdom 0.622 (0.196) 0.593 (0.235)

United States 0.962 (0.191) 0.870 (0.207)

Note: Standard errors appear in parentheses.
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